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About This Game

With 170,000 downloads so far... IT'S TIME TO GET ON STEAM!!!

TWO NEW GAME MODES + CONTROLLER SUPPORT

Devour your enemies to your heart’s delight in two new game modes.

12 different enemies with different movements and attacks.

4 different bosses to defeat.

ZEN MODE
features an endless version of the classic Ophidia where the player can play any level in a sandbox mode with constantly

respawning enemies.

TIMED MODE
features more of a challenge, as you race to eat up more enemies and extend how long you have to stay alive.

Consume all life as a serpentine demi-god in Ophidia!
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A decree has been made: all worlds must be purged so life may begin anew. Play as the legendary Norse Ouroboros, sent down
from the heavens to cleanse Yggdrasil - the world tree - of all beings.

CONSUME
Encircle your enemies to devour them and grow in size! Each foe behaves differently and offers new challenges. Take down

bigger and bigger enemies as you grow longer and demonstrate your fearsome power by leaving none alive.

EXPLORE
Travel through five beautiful worlds, each accompanied by a myriad of unique creatures, a breathtaking score, and challenging

gameplay.

CONQUER
Without a fight, there is no true victory! Bosses of different worlds possess unique powers. Defeat each one to truly cleanse the

world and progress to the next.
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Title: Ophidia
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
MassDiGI
Publisher:
MassDiGI
Release Date: 24 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10

Processor: i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1gb gpu

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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Awful zombie shooter. Some standing undead.. I can't seem to find ANY of the Corpse Party Rescources, which is the entire
reason I bought this Pack.. Ive read quite a few Choice games and even some from other companies, and I can say confiently
that Choice of Magics is by far the best one I have ever played. I don't have all the achievments yet, but every playthrough I
have seen something new and had a nice time. Even dying in new ways has been entertaining.
I really love this game and believe anyone looking through the reviews needing an excuse or reason to buy this game/story, this
is it. Please get this game. You wont regret it. <3. 22 minutes for 5000 achievement <3
lovely game for achievement hunter. Play as a hunter and get hunted by the runners. Non stop spanning of stuns and blinds. You
down the enemy only for them to be instantly revive before you can send them the blood gate. If you can get them there. You
will find your self camped. Blinded and stun locked. Forced to watch your pray get away.

Far worse then dead by daylight. Not sure why I expected this game to be good. The company who made it has no good games
under their belt.. An interesting, quick challenge for \u00a31.59.
The game generates a hotel room for you, which you then have to navigate. A voice actor will tell you which area of the room
you're in, and with this knowledge you have to map out the room yourself.
It helps to turn on the radio, as you can use the sound to gauge where other objects are.

Could do with having some options to tweak the sounds, considering you're going to be relying on them the most.. Best game of
this type yet. Excellent plot, exploration and graphics. Must have on VR.. The only way to get your friends to hate you. :). This
game definitely isn't what I expected, going into it. I overall enjoyed it quite a bit, but while the aesthetics and introduction
might make you think you're playing something along the lines of Fate/stay night, this is really much more Steampunk Doctor
Who. The visual novel primarily plays out from the point of Neon Scalar, a relatively normal girl; that said, the description's
suggestion that Tesla is the main character isn't really wrong. But he's also the kind of protagonist best viewed through the eyes
of another. That is to say, the sort who is both extremely powerful and extremely eccentric.

 If you're looking for an epic clash of powers along the lines of Fate/stay night, then this might not be the game you want to
play. On the other hand, if you want to come along on the journey of a hero crazy enough to save even his bitter enemies, an
eccentric genius with the power of lightning itself.... Well, you'll probably enjoy Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning. There’s no
question of the Whovian influences on the game and its characters, but they still stand out in their own right even once one
realizes where the inspiration is drawn from. And overall, the cast of characters is the game’s strongest point—arguably its main
point. Beneath the steam mecha and golden lightning, this is essentially a character driven story revolving around the Academia
and hearts of the some of its 100,000 students.
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This is amazing! About this video, It can give u so much info about your favorite csgo player xD 10/10 RECOMMEND! NOW
WATCH IT NOW BIC!. i think the indiana jones games were the best lego made.. OK it's short, I could even ask for a refund.
But it's cute, and there's Esperanto in it !
So thumbs up, well up.. I got this game when it released a week or two ago and have been playing it pretty regularly since. As a
disclaimer, I'm nowhere near finishing the game- I've only finished two of the four campaigns. So far, I am definitely loving this
Catan-esque RTS.

One of the first things I noticed (and loved) about the game was the music. From the title screen and all through the campaign, I
was engrossed in the soundtrack. For such a small production, the music is absolutely stellar. The visuals are also very well done
and I love the detail in all the castle and units, although I wish there was an ingame option to tone down the blur effects (I have
sensitive eyes). The UI is crisp and clean although it's not entirely intuitive, I had gotten the hang of it by the second or third
level. Luckily, the "tutorial" stages do a great job of teaching and pacing this information.
The voice acting is another highlight for me. It's utterly ridiculous, over the top, and self-aware and for that I love it. Paired with
the pun-tastic (and often very meta) writing, I found myself constantly giggling at the cutscenes. The writers are definitely aware
of the general tropes of the genre and play those up wonderfully.
I'm afraid I can't comment too much on the story, as I'm only roughly halfway through the game. So far it's been fairly fun and
light-hearted although there are some definite twist and sinister undertones. It's much more than I was expecting and it has been
delightful so far. Hopefully it only gets better as the story progresses.

I do have a few minor complaints so far, though. For one, the game is a little bit slow. While I appreciate having the option to
speed up gameplay 2x, 4x, and 8x speed, I can't help but think maybe the game should have had the 2x speed at the default as
that's the speed I most often used. Until control and combat can be a little bit imprecise but that's only ever been a minor
annoyance so far. And even though the units and castles are wonderfully rendered and very crisp while zoomed in, it can be a bit
difficult to see how many units are on a castle while zoomed out.

Overall, I can tell that a lot of time and work and love went into this game and it definitely shows through. The story and voice
acting is engaging and hilarious, and the gameplay makes it super easy to just pick up and play. I've enjoyed it immensly so far
and look forward to finishing it. Highly recommend.. its awesome. A fantastically charming game with lots of well crafted
levels, a simple concept which is played to its fullest without overstaying its welcome, great visuals, plenty of replayability and
solid controls. The music is catchy and the platforming is tight, with enough to keep it constantly interesting. It also features a
host of cameos of characters from other games who are playable (although sadly they offer no real gameplay differences). Also
the little quips the game gives whenever you die can be outright hilarious.

 Definitely worth your purchase.. This game has some really great potential, though it could definitely use some polishing. More
than anything else, the game would greatly benefit from some fleshing-out of the characters and backstory. I like how the story
is revealed in small pieces, but the pieces don't add up to much of a coherent story in total. I enjoyed the character of Red very
much, she was a strong if not slightly psychotic protagonist- but it would be nice to have learned more about her. Perhaps if
there were more interactive objects within the game, it would lend a little more to giving you a better idea of her inner thoughts
and personality.

I love the concept of "truth/lies" and the multitude of ways to get to various endings to the game; though some can be called
more of a simple "game over" rather than an actual ending. It was fun to see how many different ways the game could actually
end, especially when more elements of the story are introduced. I wish the endings had more of an impact, though, maybe with a
cut-scene or more voicework of some kind, or at the very least some kind of title given at the end to differentiate them.

I hope that the developer will consider fleshing out the game a bit more, but if not, this is a fine first effort in my opinion.. After
reading some reviews, I was wary. I could understand some of the points others were making and I went into the game worried
about gameplay, graphics, and story; but I pleasently surprised.

There were a few bugs here and there, but it looks like the developer is taking care of them as they find them. This would
explain not encountering some of the bugs others had previously mentioned. As time goes on, I am sure there will be little to
none to speak of.

The graphics, although not up to the quality of some of the larger titles, has character and style. It was actually an enjoyable
break from the drab color-palatte of larger games. And since this game is tagged as both indie and casual, I am to take into
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assumption that it isn't meant to rival a heavy-budgetted game and just live up to what it wants to be; fun. Intent aside, the rooms
are fun and visually enjoyable, the characaters are amusing to watch, and the resolution seemed fine for whatever screen I
played on.

The gameplay was simple, a point and click combination puzzle game that didn't have me frustrated by level 2 by some overly-
complicated design. Even further in, the difficulty was raised, but feasable. The complexity came into the 'secret scares' which
would be the achievements for this game.

The story felt a bit loose, but the quick cutscenes between the worlds as well as blurbs from stuffed animals\/gargoyles\/tutorial-
like house narration helped keep you tethered to the story and who was involved. I didn't feel like it was a visual narration of
one of Neil's books, which I can only assume others felt dissapointed by. All in all, the focus was more on the fun gameplay than
bogging the player down with too much story.

As a over-all whole, I enjoyed the game. I even spent time trying to get all the secret scares, some of which took me a while to
get, and some yet elude me.

TL;DR : It's a fun casual puzzle game with some character with a bonus of Neil Gaiman's narration.. Refunded.
Concept is fun at first few minutes, but it is too simple and gets boring almost immediately. Gameplay lacks diversity and some
slightly more in-depth mechanics.
This would be a fun little mobile game though.
. After 5 minutes I have already headache. ;)
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